Abstract. This conference report briefly reviews the potential of the ATLAS and CMS experiments to discover evidence of extra dimensions.
Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) been very successful in describing physical phenomena up to energies ∼ 100 GeV. Despite this, some questions remain unanswered: for example: Why are there three types of quarks and leptons of each charge? Is there some pattern to their masses? Are the quarks and leptons really fundamental, or do they have substructure? What particles form the dark matter in the universe? How can the gravitational interactions be included in the SM? In order to solve these issues, many theories to go beyond the SM have been proposed. In particular attempts to address the hierarchy problem (why the electroweak scale (1 TeV) is much smaller than the Planck scale (10 19 GeV)) have resulted in the introduction of extra dimensional (ED) models. Interestingly, many of these predict results that can be experimentally detected at high energy detectors, such as ATLAS and CMS at the LHC.
In this paper, the sensitivity of the LHC experiments to the ADD model [1] , RS [2] and TeV −1 [3] is discussed with consideration to the observable signatures and the discovery potential of the ATLAS and CMS experiments.
ADD Model
The ADD model has many large compactified extra dimensions, in which gravity can propagate [1] . In contrast, the SM particles are confined to a brane. In this model, the effective (M P l(4+n) ) and the original Planck scale (M P l ) are related by the equation:
, where n is the number of extra dimensions. In order to address the hierarchy problem, the effective Planck scale can be reduced to the order of a TeV, if the size of the extra dimensions is large. (Assuming toroidal shaped extra dimensions: R∼10
(30/n−19) m, so for n≥2, R < 1mm.) In the ADD model there are two ways in which the model could be experimentally detected: either via direct graviton emission in association with a vectorboson (a photon or a jet) or via virtual graviton exchange. In the first case, existence of the emitted graviton is deducible by a signature of missing transverse energy (MET) in a detector. Virtual graviton exchange could potentially be detected by deviations in dilepton and dijet cross-sections from those expected from only SM processes. In the ADD model, a broad change in cross-section at large invariant mass is expected, due to the summation over the closely spaced Kaluza-Klein (KK) towers of the graviton. The discovery potential for both of these cases has been investigated at the LHC experiments.
Graviton Emission Searches: γ + MET
The discovery limit for searches has been investigated using the γ+MET channel by both the ATLAS and CMS collaborations. CMS searched for events which contained a photon with high-transverse momentum (p T ) and which had a large MET [4] . The main background to the search is from the irreducible Zγ→γνν. (This is so large at low values of p T that the analysis requires that the photon has p T >400 GeV/c). Other backgrounds included in the analysis are from W →e(µ,τ )ν, W γ→eνγ, γ+jets, QCD, di-photons and Z 0 +jets. The estimated background rate from cosmic rays, which was the largest background in the CDF search [5] , has not been included in this analysis. The luminosity required for a 5σ discovery using a significance definition of S = 2( (S + B)− √ B), and requiring S>5 is displayed in Figure 1 . These are calculated using full simulation and reconstruction. Note that 5σ discovery is not posssible for
TeV. This is because the rates would be too low to observe.
The ATLAS experiment is also sensitive to this discovery channel. For high luminosity running and with 100 fb −1 of data the reach is up to 4 TeV for 2 extra dimensions [6] . More constraining limits come from searches in the jet+MET channel. 
Graviton Emission Searches: Jet + MET
The ATLAS search for graviton emission requires a jet with high transverse momentum (> 500 GeV) and a high missing transverse energy (> 500 GeV) (from the escaping gravitons) [6] . The main backgrounds to the search are from the irreducible jet+Z→jet+νν, which can be estimated using the ee and µµ decays of the Z, and from jet+W →jet+lν. In order to reduce the jet+W background, leptons are vetoed. The contribution from these backgrounds and the total background are shown as a function of missing tranverse energy in It is interesting to consider that if an excess in the number of events were observed, in order to characterise the model, both M D and the number of extra dimensions (δ) would need to be determined. Measuring the shape of the MET spectrum can give ambiguous results. For example, the cross-section (at 14 TeV) in the case of δ=2 and M D =6 TeV is similar to that predicted for δ=3 and M D =5 TeV (Figure 2) . A method to distinguish these two cases has been proposed which involves operating the LHC collider at two different centre of mass energies ( √ s) and studying the ratios of the predicted cross-section for runnning at 10 TeV and 14 TeV [6] .
Graviton Exchange Searches: ee, µµ, γγ
More exclusive limits on the ADD model come from searches for graviton exchange. CMS has studied the reach achievable in the dimuon channel [7] , requiring two opposite sign muons which have an invariant mass greater than 1 TeV. The background to this search is predominantly from the irreducible Drell-Yan contribution, but also from ZZ, W W , and tt events. The Fig. 2 . Missing transverse energy distribution for jets+MET channel predicted at ATLAS in the ADD model [6] . Fig. 3 . CMS ADD graviton exchange discovery limits [7] . discovery reach achievable against the luminosity required is displayed in Figure 3 for 3 to 6 dimensions. The reach obtained with only 1 fb −1 ranges from 3.9 to 5.5 TeV for 6 to 3 extra dimensions respectively. For 100 fb −1 the range goes up to 5.7 to 8.3 and with 300 fb −1 it is possible to probe up to 5.9 to 8.8 TeV. Figure 4 shows the reach achievable in ATLAS for an integrated luminosity of 10 fb −1 and 100 fb −1 for the diphoton and dilepton channels and also their combined results. Similarly to CMS, ATLAS can reach up to ∼5 TeV with 10 fb −1 and up to ∼7 TeV with 100 fb −1 in the dilepton channel [8] .
RS Model
In the RS model, the hierarchy is solved by having a single highly curved (warped) extra dimension. In this scenario the SM particles are located on a brane in the extra dimension. The scale of new phenomena (Λ π ), in this model, is related to the Planck scale via the equation: Λ π = M P l e −kRcπ . Therefore, Λ π can be reduced to ∼1 TeV, if the curvature of this extra dimension is such that kR c ∼ 11-12. One of the experimental signatures for this model is a narrow high mass resonance in the dilepton, diboson or dijet channel. 
Graviton Resonance Searches: ee, µµ, γγ
The RS model has been studied by both ATLAS and CMS. At ATLAS the best channels to search in are the dielectron and diphoton channel due to the energy and angular resolutions of its detectors [9] . This is also confirmed by the CMS results using 10 f b −1 shown in Figure 5 [10] . This figure shows the exclusion plane of coupling parameter (c) against the mass of the graviton (M G ) (first resonance state). At low values of the coupling parameter and M G , the results for the electron and photon are comparable, despite the branching ratio of the graviton to diphotons being twice that of the graviton to dimuons/dielectrons. This is because the background from QCD and prompt photons in the diphoton channel is harder to suppress efficiently, so for low values of M G the dielectron channel is as exclusive as the diphoton channel. The dimuon channel trails the dielectron channel due to the detector resolutions. At higher values of the M G the diphoton channel becomes more exclusive. Figure 6 shows the reach for 10, 30 and 60 fb −1 in the diphoton channel at CMS [10] . It is interesting that with less than 60 fb −1 of data the region of interest (dark shaded area in Figure 6 ) can be completely covered. Should a resonance be observed, ATLAS could determine a spin-2 from a spin-1 resonance at the 90 % confidence level for a graviton mass of up to 1.7 TeV with 100 fb −1 [9] .
TeV −1 Model
The final model covered in this overview is the TeV
size extra dimensional model. In the models considered only fermions are confined to a brane within the extra dimensions, whereas the gauge fields (W , Z, γ and g) can propagate into the extra dimensions. Consequently, this results in KK excitations of the gauge bosons of which the first could potentially produce observable resonances in a detector. In addition, detection of this model may be possible via the mixing of the zeroth mode (SM gauge boson) and the nth modes (n=1,2,3..) of the W and Z bosons and consequent interference phenomena.
The TeV −1 model could lead to detectable signatures in the invariant mass spectra of dileptons with deviations produced from the KK modes of the γ and Z 0 [11] [12] ; also in the lepton-neutrino transverse invariant mass spectrum from the KK modes of the W +/− [13] ; or alternatively via evidence of gluon resonances causing deviations in the dijet cross-section, or bb or tt cross-sections (not covered here) [14] .
The discovery potential for the first KK resonance of the Z or γ (Z (1)
KK ) has been investigated by AT-LAS in both the dimuon and the dielectron channel. The resolving power for electrons at ATLAS is predicted to be better than that for muons, therefore more exclusive results are found in the dielectron channel and this channel would be used for discovery. It has been predicted that at ATLAS it would be possible to detect a resonance in the lepton-lepton (ee+µµ) invariant mass spectrum of up to an mass of 5.8 TeV with 100 fb −1 [11] . This is comparable to the CMS result of 5.5/6 TeV for 30/80 fb −1 for CMS to detect Fig. 7 . Invariant mass distribution of e + e − pairs for the SM (full line) and for model M1 (dashed line) (all of the SM fermions are on the same orbifold point) and M2 (dotted line) (quarks and leptons are located at opposite fixed points in the orbifold) in which the mass of the lowest lying KK excitation is 4000 GeV. The histograms are normalized to 100 fb −1 [11] .
a peak in the dielectron spectrum [12] . By searching for interference in a mass window (1000-2000 GeV) (rather than looking for a resonance) it is possible to increase the discovery reach achievable to ∼8 TeV for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb −1 and ∼10.5 TeV for 300 fb −1 . In an optimised model specific search, if no peak is observed, the limit on the compactification scale (M C ) could be extended up to ∼ 13.5 TeV (300 fb −1 ). Studies have also been made on methods to distinguish TeV −1 size ED model resonances from other models which predict resonances by studying the angular distributions and the forward-backward asymmetries [11] .
W KK
ATLAS is also sensitive to searches for TeV −1 ED via the KK modes of the W boson, by searching in the lepton-neutrino transverse invariant mass spectra (m lν T ) [13] . By searching for a peak with 100 fb −1 of data it is possible to set a limit on the compactification scale of < 6 TeV for a combination of the electron and muon channel. Alternatively, a higher limit of 11.7 TeV for 100 fb −1 can be ascertained by searching for interference effects below the peak in the m eν T spectra, rather than search for the resonance itself.
Conclusion
The discovery potential of both experiments makes it possible to investigate if extra dimensions really exist within various ED scenarios at a few TeV scale. The reaches in the different channels will depend on the performance of the detector subsystems. It is an exciting prospect that with a relatively small integrated luminosity (∼ 10 fb −1 ) there is potential to discover evidence of extra dimensions or to exceed the existing limits. For example: with 10 fb −1 of data the reach on the fundamental Planck scale in the ADD model can be increased to ∼7-5 TeV for 2 to 6 extra dimensions (using the γγ and l + l − channel searches); the discovery limit on the graviton mass in the RS model can be increased up to ∼3.5 TeV (γγ channel) and the compactification scale in the TeV −1 model can probed up to ∼5.5 TeV (e + e − channel).
